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KNUCKLES PICKS 9!!
10 PICK 8, CLEVER
BUGGERS!
DENNO JOINED BY DARKY
IN THE LEAD (I told you
Denno!)
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THIS WEEKS PORTRAIT

DARKY AND DENNO UNITED!………
Darky returned to form this week,
picking 8, and Denno showed his usual
form, picking 6. I told you he picks
outside the square! Fraught with danger.
Pete “Knuckles” Frazer had a blinder
and picked 9! Pete gets $20 for his
efforts. The way things are going we will
have about $2.50 left to award to the
winners!
We had an in depth Rules Committee
meeting during the week and decided
that next year we will have a reduced
prize for the bye rounds pick 6, they
have really fleeced us! Luckily I had my
trusty tape recorder with me and
recorded the meeting, transcript below:

TONY HEADS NORTH: Last Friday we
farewelled Tony
Lavelle, as he is
moving to Coffs
Harbour. Tony
has been in our
footy tipping in
the past, usually
vieing for last
position. We wish Tony all the best and
will miss his fare of a Friday night and
his determined selling of meat raffle
tickets! Let’s hope it stops snowing up
there!
TIPSTERS
INTERVIEW

D: G’day Artie, want a beer? A: VB
thanks mate. D: What do you reckon we
reduce the prize amount during the bye
rounds? A: Bloody good idea, the
mongrels are finding it a bit easy to pick
6. D: All those in favour say aye. A: Aye.
D: Aye. That is 2 to nil, passed. Want
another beer? A: Make it a Bundy mate,
all this thinking is making my head hurt,
need a stiff one. D: Good idea, whisky
for me. Meeting adjourned. (This
meeting took 2 hours, whoda thunk?)

Even though he
picked 9 this week I
gave Knuckles a
good work over
after round 2, so will
give him a rest. Last week Mick Hygate
was interviewed because he got 9, this
week he got 4! So I should speak to
someone who I don’t want to go well
next week…….damn, I did Gilbert in
round 4, hmmm…don’t take this
personally…Bryan Langworthy!

KO COMP 3, CASUALTY FREE!
We managed to get through this week
without
another
casualty. With
7 rounds
remaining it
may not be long before the Cellar
Dweller rule is invoked, before we run
out of games……

D on D: G’day Bryan, sitting a bit low on
the tipping ladder?
B: Just having a bad year, going to blitz
in the last rounds, you may have noticed
I got 8 last week.
D on D: I did notice that, look over
someones shoulder?
B: Might have.
D on D: It wasn’t Pete’s shoulder, he got
9.
B: It will be this week.
D on D: I see. Got any plans in the
pipeline?
B: I am thinking of going into television!
D on D: Fair dinkum?
B: Certainly, with Artie!
D on D: Doing what?
B: Darts commentary.
D on D: Oh…..I’ve heard you, maybe
don’t rush into it.
B: What do you mean?
D on D: Well let’s just say I do enjoy
your comments but maybe the rest of
the world aren’t quite ready yet.
B: You might be right, we will just have
to practice harder on Thursday nights.
D on D: Oh Crap.
B: Can’t wait for the next game.
D on D: Who do you think will win our
comp this year?
B: Me.
D on D: I admire your confidence, 12 off
the lead, 7 games to go?
B: No problem, pick 2 games a round
different will see me over the line.
D on D: Good luck with that. Thanks for
the time Bryan.
B: My pleasure, game of darts?
D on D: With you?
B: Certainly not, I’m commentating………

Did you hear about the bloke who
worked at the cereal factory? He
drowned in a vat of meusli, apparently a
strong currant pulled him in! (Sorry)
CAMPBELL BROWN UPDATE:
“AFL premiership player Campbell Brown
had to be pulled out of the English
Channel, an extreme turn in weather
conditions causing his mission to swim
the 32-kilometre distance between
Dover and Calais to be abandoned. His
boat captain Reg Bricknell, something of
a legend in English Channel swimming
circles due to his knowledge and nous
around the nuances of the iconic
crossing, ordered that Brown stop when
he was nine hours 25 minutes in”, Sam
Lane reported in the SMH. At least he
got half way. Brown had raised more
than $100,000 for disadvantaged
Australian children – the money will be
distributed by the Shane Warne
Foundation – through his preparation for
the swim.
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